publican and Republican-leaning voters.
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Part of the reason undoubtedly is the simple but effective

Californians might not be as
far to the left as California’s politicians, but they won’t accept
just any alternative.
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Editorial

Foley right to defy
supes on COVID info
When it comes to public information about how the government is operating, we
take a simple approach: More
is better than less. Officials
should err on the side of openness, which is in keeping with
the spirit of the state’s opengovernment laws.
Unfortunately, the Orange County Board of Supervisors has been insufficiently
forthright in publicizing information about the county’s response to COVID-19.
To counterbalance that problem, Supervisor Katrina Foley
has held regular briefings via
Zoom and social-media platforms. Good for her.
She has criticized the
county for discontinuing its
briefings since December. Now
Supervisors Andrew Do and
Doug Chaffee have forbidden
county staff from taking part
in Foley’s town halls — something that Foley believes might
be illegal, as the VoiceofOC reported. That seems petty.
Do and Chaffee tout the
county’s posting of daily coronavirus numbers and its
weekly press releases and media calls. “It is an abuse of
power to use county executive staff to self-promote,” they
wrote in a statement. There’s
an element of self-promotion
in everything politicians do,

but we don’t view public-information meetings as an abuse
of power.
Do’s and Chaffee’s restrictions on health care staff participation is the only abuse we
see here. “These virtual briefings with county health officers and other experts have
helped disseminate accurate
health information, debunk
myths and answer questions,”
Foley responded. We agree
that town-hall events are more
useful than issuing banal
press releases and speaking
only to reporters.
The OC Health Care Agency
has done a laudable job dealing with the COVID-19 situation and has significant health
care expertise. We don’t see
how their experts’ participation in these short events detracts from their work. In fact,
keeping the public informed is
a core part of a health agency’s
mission.
“All surrounding county
boards of supervisors have
public updates during their respective meetings, with some
holding weekly news conferences,” the VoiceofOC added.
The full Orange County
Board of Supervisors isn’t following suit, but it should at
least stop interfering with one
supervisor’s effort to fill that
void.

How to have your say: We welcome letters on all issues of public concern. All are
subject to editing and condensation, and they can be published only with the writer’s
true name. Letters must include the writer’s home community and daytime telephone
number for verification purposes. Please limit letters to 150 words.
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Letters
The recall and its failure
both have high costs
The recall effort was a waste
of close to $300 million of taxpayer money. There is no doubt
the leftist elected politicians of
this once glorious state, both
Democrat and Republican, will
be emboldened to accelerate
their efforts to raise taxes, increase medical mandates, increase small business regulations and, in general, restrict
the freedoms that most of us
hold sacred. Full-blown socialism has arrived in California.
— Michael B. Layton,
Laguna Woods
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Trump’s whereabouts
M
during Sept. 11 ceremonies t
In response to the letter Sept. c
15 on Donald Trump’s wheres
abouts on 9/11, a close relaC
tive of ours lives in NYC. Every i
year on 9/11 she visits the local n
firehouse and delivers a flower
g
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